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Why the Slovalc Language Has 7hree Dialects: 
A Case Study in Historical Perceptual Dialectology 
L INGUISTS HAVE LONG BEEN AWARE that the ubiquitous distinction between "languages" and "dialects" has more to do with political and social iorces, typically nationalism, than with objective linguistic distance.' 'Ihis article, an exercise in the history of (linguistic) 
science, examines political and social factors operating on other levels oflinguistic classification 
than the "language-dialect" dichotomy Nationalism and linguistic thought are mutually inter- 
active th1-oughout a linguistic classification system: political and social history not only affects 
a list of "languages:' but also a list of "dialects:' 
Specifically, this article takes as a case study the processes through which Slovak linguists 
came to divide the Slovak language into Western, Central, and Eastern dialects. lkis  tripartite 
division presently enjoys a hegemonic status, but a variety of historical sources suggest that 
observers classifying Slovalc speech before the mid nineteenth century showed no awareness 
of it. Instead, they employed other classification systems, which reflected ideas about the Slo- 
vak linguistic zone that have since fallen out of favor, 'Ihis essay derives the emergence of the 
tripartite division of Slovalc dialects from a specific historical situation: the polemical needs of 
Eudovit S t l i ~  an important Slovak politician and language reformer. 
nl is  article talces~linguistics as an object of historical analysis, but also seeks to engage with 
the discioline fr0m.a historian's oersoective. I have found much common ground in sociolin- . . - 
guistics, the branch of linguistics devoted to the intersection of linguistic and social phenom- 
ena. Sociolinguists have long been aware that linguistic classification has a history, despite the 
popular perception that linguistic phenomena are timeless. Joshua Fishman, a Riallt in the field, 
once made the following remarks about the emergence of "national languages": 
. , 
Today, in almost all of the Western world (and in the etl~nopoliticallv consolidated and econotech- 
nicaliy modernized world more generally), nothing seems more "natural" than the current linkage '' 
behveen a particular cultural identiv and its associated language. For Frenchmen, that language is 
French and for Spaniards it is Spanish. What could be more "natural"? However, by their very nature, 
'Heinz IQors, 'Xbstandsprache und Ausbausprache:' in Socialinguirticr/Soziaii~zg~~i~tik, ed. Uirich Ammon, 
Norbert Dittmar, and Kiaus Mattl~eier, 2 vols. (Berlin, 1987). 1:302-7; R. A. Hudson, Soriolit~~rciriicr (Cambridge, 
1980), 31-36; Peter Trudgill, Sociolircgairtiu: A s  I>itrodrrctiori to Lnngtlnge "rid Society (London, 1995). 45; Uirich 
Ammon, "Language-Varietylstpndard Varieq-Dialect:' in Sacialirigairiiu/Soziolii~g~ti~lik, ed. Alllmon, Dittmar, 
and Mattheier, 1:316-34. 
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cultures a1.e primarily conve~~tional rather than truly ,zaiurni arrangements and, therefore, even these 
links, apparently natural though they seem, need to be examined more carefully, perhaps even more 
naively, and such fundamental questions as "Was it alrvays so?" and "Why, when or how did it became 
so?" need to be raised.' 
Both of these excellent questions apply not only to the well-studied creation of a "language" 
from a set of 'Ziaiacts:' hut also to the emergence of a "dialect" from a continuum of spoken 
language. ?his article will attempt to answer them both for the case of the tripartite division. 
Conceptually, a list of 'Zialects" within a given language resembles a list of "languages" 
within a given language family: both classification schemes divide a dialect continuum into 
implicitly homogenous regions. However, the political factors that establish a "dialect" are less 
dramatic than those that elevate a '"language" from a 'Ziaialect:' since the political stakes are 
usually lower n ~ e  political and social issues at stake in disputed dialect classifications have, in 
consequence, attracted less attention. In consequence, the truth claims of a dialect classification 
are less frequently called into question. Nevertheless, the classification of dialects, no less than 
that of languages, has a cullural history and should be viewed skeptically, 
If both "dialects" and "language$' are socially constructed, we would expect that the classifi- 
cation of a large language family, such as the Slavic language familp n~ould differ considerably 
over time and between different observers. ?his is indeed the case. British Slavist Paul Selver, 
for example, noted that "in 1822 Dobrovsky, the practical father of Slav philology, divided [the 
Slavic zone] into nine tongues, Safai.11~ in 1842 proposed six languages with thirteen dialects, 
Schleicher in 1865 proposed eight, Miklosich, a prominent Slovene scholar, decided on nine, 
Jagil, a Croat authority of European reputation, is in favor of eight. ?he reason for this diver- 
sity is that some philologists designate as a language what others will admit only as a dialect:" 
Selvel-S passage is interesting not least because his figure for Dobrovsky ("nine tongues") differs 
from that of Endre AI-at0 "F. Pelcl, professor of Czech language and literature at the University 
of Prague, spoke of five main dialects (Russian, Polish, Serbian, Croatian and Czech), while 
I. Dobrovslq, the most outstanding scholar of Slavic linguistics of his age, spoke only of four 
(Czech, Polish, Russian and Ill~rian)."~ My own count, from the opening pages of Dobrovsk* 
Lehrgehaeude der Boellmisd~en Sprache, yields neither foul; nor nine, hut ten languages, with 
three subcategories of Slovenian.5 
Most linguists and historians agree that a lingoistic collective achieves the status of a 'lan- 
guage'' through extralinguistic facton. The famous bon mot that "a language is a dialect with an 
army and navy," usually cl-edited to Max Weinreicl~,~ correctly leaves linguistic "fact? behind, 
yet this memorable formula does not accurately describe the allocation of linguistic status. After 
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the partitions of Poland, Polish retained its recognition as a distinct "language," even without a 
Polish army; neither Austrian German nor American English was prodaimed a distinct "lan- 
guage" despite significant military forces. The battle for the Slovak language had mostly been 
won before the 1938 Slovak state was founded; the existence of a Czechoslovak army, further- 
more, did not noticeably assist the cause of the Czechoslovak language. 
Historians of nationalism have focused on language codification as the decisive factor sepa- 
rating "languages" from "dialects." Benedict Anderson, for example, fo.cused on the invention 
of printing technology? while Miroslav Hroch developed a schematic five-part stage theory, 
stage three of which has six  subdivision^.^ Sociolinguists have also done theoretical worl~ on 
the processes through which "dialects" become elevated to "languages." Einar Haugen, in his 
famous study of Norwegian,g described a four-stage theory of language codification and sys- 
tematization, which he then repackaged as a "Matrix of Language Planning Processes." (Hudson 
later reprinted this matrix in his sociolinguistics textb~ok.)'~?hese various stage theories reflect 
scholarly understanding that the classification of languages and dialects is based on more than 
objective linguistic facts. Any attempt to explain "how it became sd' must examine historical 
events: the writing of dictionaries and grammars, the emergence of newspapers or best-selling 
authors, the development of school systems and government administrations, and so on. 
How and why a dialect gains popular acceptance, by contrast, is a question that has gone 
almost wholly unexamined. The main scholar working in this field, sociolinguist Dennis Pres- 
ton, calls his stimulating work "perceptual dialectologfl" Preston studied how Americans 
classify the dialects of American English by asking informants to sketch dialect zones on a map 
of the United States. 
Linguists often take a dismissive attitude toward popular perceptions of linguistic phenonl- 
ena. As Preston put it, "foll~linguistics has generally been reported anecdotally and serves usually 
as a foil to the 'correct' lil~guistics professionals want to present to neophpe~:"~ Popular percep- 
tions, however, constitute an important object of study in their own right, particularly for social 
scientists examining popular mentalities. Preston is right to make them a focus of researd~. 
Preston's interview-based techniques, however; can only be applied in person, and therefore 
are only applicable to the present. Applying Prestons research techniques to the nineteenth cen- 
tury would require time machines. This inability to discuss change over time prevents any histor- 
ical discussion of cause and effect: the sociology of language, true to its name, generally draws on 
the methodology of sociologists. I believe, however, that historical techniques allow a historical 
perceptual dialectology. Drawing on research in Slovak intellectual history, this artide examines 
texts by amateur linguists and language planners to show how Slovak percepNal dialectology 
has evolved over time. Historical perceptual dialectology, as practiced in this artide, has nothing 
to do with the field of historical linguistics, which aims to discover how linguistic phenomena 
yosl1ua fishman. Jhe Rise nrzd Fail oftiie Elizriic Revivnl ( ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ d ~ ~ ,  1985). 77. 
Selve~ A1zfi1ology ofModeni Sluvoriic Liternture iri prose arid verse (LO,,~OO, 1919), B, D, loseph et (colurnbus, 2002), 260.1 am unable to finda proper citation eitheiway. See "Sum Weillreich quote:' 
'lEndre Arato. "'h Siavic Thought 10 Vaiieties with the Slavonic Peoples in the ~ i ~ s t  ~ ~ l f ~ f t h ~  ~ i ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ h  ten. and N~~ in LINGUIST (2 and 9 March 19971, available at http:Ilw~~.~inguistlistoid 
turY:. in Act" Historiw Acodeieslinc Scie,~tionrni ~~~~~~~~i~~~ 22 (1976): 74, ;......iria.?or hrmi ,,,A h t t n . l i ~ ~ w l i i n n i ~ i r l l i r t . o r n i i ~ ~ ~ t s l 8 / 8 - ,  resuectively (accessed on 2 Mmch 2005). 
....r.., ...........o- ~~~~ ~~o 
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have changed over time. Historical perceptual dialectology, however, can still make a significant 
contribution to the social understanding of language by linking changes in dialect perception to 
political and intellectual history. It can also provide new perspectives on Slovak history. 
Situated methodologically between history and sociolinguistics, two disciplines not noted 
for their close collaboration, this essay shows some of the inherent weaknesses of a first 
attempt-that is, of a pioneering study. Historians, emphasizing depth over breadth, are less 
inclined to comparison than sociologists and sociolinguists. This article only examines a single 
case and may be influenced by the eccentricities of that case. Since historians analyze texts, 
their discussions rely on the perceptions of literate intellectuals, a social class that may have 
disproportionate influence hut nevertheless remains unrepresentative for an illiterate and agri- 
cultural society. Nevertheless, the sources adduced below tell a coherent story. Both historians 
and sociolinguists would benefit from discussion across disciplinary boundaries. This essay, 
therefore, attempts to start a conversation. 
The Tripartite Division of Slovak Dialects 
Let us begin by examining how dialectologists look at linguistic diversity One common tech- 
nique is to draw a map of isogloss lines, that is, lines showing where a given linguistic transition 
takes place (examples will he given below). Linguist Ulrich Ammon suggests that dialects, here 
understood as geographically defined speech varieties, could he objectively defined in terms of 
"isogloss bunchit~g.'"~ Representing a distinct linguistic variety in a linguistic space as a dot on a 
line, Ammon drew a diagram to illustrate his argument. I have reproduced Ammon's diagram as 
figure 1. Isogloss lines might he imagined as an invisible line lying in space between the dots. 
Flcune 1 Ammods Classification of Varieties According to Distance 
In the first case (a), the four varieties on the center-right are close to each other and separated 
from other varieties: one might group them as a distinct "dialect:' In the second case (b), the 
linguistic change is gradual and mostly continuous: here, Ammon concedes, one cannot mean- 
ingfully divide the varieties into "dialects" and must instead speak of a dialect continuum. 
Ammon's diagrams, of course, are schematic and simplified, not least because they only 
allow for one dimension of geographic diversiiy. A one-dimensional study of geographical 
diversity, however, might be an acceptable simplification in the Slovak case. a l e  Slovak territory 
is an elongated shape stretching in a west-east direction; a hypothetical division into "Northern3' 
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and "Southern" dialect zones, for example, would seem implausible. The tripartite division of 
Slovalc dialects suggests that Slovak isogloss lines should bunch into two bands: one separat- 
ing the Western and Central dialects, another separating the Central and Eastern dialects. In 
other words, the tripartite model suggests a figure quite similar to (a), though the far left dot, 
re~resenting "Western Slovak:' would have to he replaced with a clump of dots representing the 
internal diversity of Western Slovakia. 
Several dialectologists, notably ~ozef Stolc, Jaromir B%, and Anton Hahovgtiak, have carefully 
studied the lineuistic features of that section of the Slavic dialect continuum congruent with the " 
Slovak Repuhlic.14 Their research has uncovered a huge wealth of isogloss lines distributed mostly 
at random, implying a huge number of varieties, each virtually identical to those immediately 
adjacent. If linguistic uniqueness defines a unique '~ialect," then a distinct djalect would have to 
be assigned to each town in Slovalca, or perhaps even to each individual speaker of Slovak. 
Slovakiris linguistic diversity is theoretically unsurprising. Sociolinguists Jack Chambers and 
Peter Tmdgill suggest that 'bny region that has a long settlement history" will have "criss-cross- 
ing isoglosses separating even contiguous villages €ton1 one another and apparently describing 
a bewildering variety of dialect feature c~mhinations."'~ Slovalua is such a region, and it follows 
Chambers and Trudailk rule. In any event, the number of distinct dialects is several orders of 
" 
magnitude greater than "three." 
The complexity of an isogloss map depends primarily on the effort expended by dialectolo- 
gists in gathering data. If all the various isogloss lines printed in the works of Stolc, BBiE, and 
Nahov8tialc were drawn on a single map, the result would resemble a plate of spaghetti. 'Ihe 
Slovak case, then, resembles neither (a) nor (b); linguistic diversity does not clump, as in (a), 
- 
hut is too dense for (h). The Ammon-style diagram corresponding to the Slovak case would be 
(c), reproduced in figure 2. 
Nevertheless, the results of dialectological research can still be used to support one or another 
classification scheme: One simply selects those isogloss lines which support one's favored clas- 
sification. Line (d) in figure 2 shows, for example, the varieties one would wish to highlight to 
reproduce Ammon's "varieties classifiable in terms of distance:' line (a). The empty circles of 
line (d) represent varieties whose distinctiveness a dialectologist chooses not to highlight, the 
consequence of unexamined isogloss lines. 
F~cunE 2 Varieties on a Language Continuom 
'<See Jozef$tolc,Ailnr lover~riidllo jnzyke [Atlas afthe Slovaklanguage) (Brutislava, 1986): Jaromir Belit, Nditirt takd 
dinlekioiogie [Outline of Czech dialectology] (Prague, 1972); Anton Habovftiuk, Atlas ilovenrkdl~o jnyikn [Atlas of the 
Siovvk language] (Bratislava, 1984). ~ n o t h e i  fortyone maps ~ ~ m p a r i n g  west Slovak isoglosres to iivers:political bor- 
ders, and mountain watersheds can be found in V&dm Vieny, "Ndiei-i slovensk&" [Slovok dialects], in C&oi!ovet~ik~ 
vinrtivedn [Czechoslovak homeland ~t~dies], ed. Viclav Dedina (Prague, 1934),3:234,252,266,272,282. 
Is]. K. Cllamben and Peter Tiudgill, Dinlectology, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, 1998),93. 
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Playing with Ammon diagrams shows how the appropriate selection and omission of isogloss 
lines could support either a tripartite or four-fold division of the Slovak language continuum 
(figure 3). 
FIGURE 3 Various Subdivisions ofthe Slovak Dialect Continuum 
Slovck ?u+eiies clas@edii~o ~Iiiicdialm,~ 
(C) 
"Ww Slovdd "Ccntml S lo%.e  "En~l  Slovar 
Sla>wk hriniies elos$@ed iiiIo/ololordial~~ii 
"Far West Slovrt" "W.Centml SlovnY' "E-Cenuul SlovrY' "Err Enst SlavuY' 
Isogloss maps corresponding to these revised Ammon diagrams are easily constructed. Fig- 
ure 4 shows isogloss lines in support of the tripartite West-Central-East division, corresponding 
to line (e). Figure 5 supports the four-fold Far East-Near East-Near West-Far West division 
corresponding to line (f). The problem with such maps lies not in the information that they 
display, but in the information they omit. The white spaces between isogloss lines create the 
illusion of relative homogeneity, when in actuality, linguistic diversity is continuous throughout 
the entire zone. Figure 6 provides a more accurate, if less deal; picture of the diversity of the 
Slovak li~~guistic zone. Note that the isogloss lines neither group naturally into any tripartite 
division nor, indeed, display any obvious bunching or internal cleavages. 
Note also that gradual linguistic change extends beyond the borders of Slovakia. Slovak 
dialectologists generally define their research zone in terms of Slovakiak political fl-ontiers. 
This presumably reflects how the Slovak Academy of Science, the organization that funds 
and publishes most Slovak dialectological research, defined its zone of competence. Belit, a 
Czech scholar, has examined isogloss lines that cross the Slovak-Czech frontier in Communist 
Czech~slovakia,'~ but to the best of my lznowledge, no scholars have ever studied the transition 
between Slovak and Polish. Appropriate research might uncover isogloss lines that cross the 
Slovak-Polish or Slovak-Ukrainian (Slovak-Rusyn) frontier. 
The main point of figure 6, however, is that linguistic change is continuous within the Slovak 
zone: isogloss lines do not hunch together. ?he chaos of figure 6 is best described as a dialect 
continuum. Various simplifying interpretations, whether tripartite, binary ("Eastern-West- 
ern"), four-fold, or anything else, are all equally (in)defensible. 
I am not aware of any twentieth-century scholar of Slovak dialects who has so much as con- 
sidered any classification scheme other than the tripartite (West-Central-East) division, much 
less gathered evidence in its defense. Miroslav Stepinek, in the Mald ?esl~oslovenska encyclope- 
die (Small Czechoslovak encyclopedia), listed the West-Central-East dialects, as did American 
Slavist R. G. A. de Bray, British Slavist David Short, and linguists C. F. and F. M. Voegelin. In 
1934, furthermore, Viclav Viinjr similarly posited West, Central, and East subdialects of the 
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I FLGURE 4 Isagloss Lines Supportrng a Tripartite Clasrificat~on of Slovak D~alects 
Slovak dialect of the "Czecl~oslovak language:'" Citing other tripartite classifications of the 
"Slovak language" would be trivial. Whether as dialects of the Slovak language, or even as sub- 
dialects of the Czechoslovaklanguage, "Eastern Slovalz~ "Central Slovak:' and "Western Slovalz" 
have a firm holdin the mental landscape of twentieth-century Slavists. At present, the tripartite 
I 
structure is essentially taken for granted. 
Contemporary Slovalzlinguists also project the tripartite litlguistic division hack in time. In 
1980, Cubomir Dmovit divided written texts from sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Slova- 
kia into West SlovaV and "cultural Central Slovak"; in 1996, Mark Lauersdorf added 
"cultural East Slovak" to the list.'8 In 1997, Rudolf Krajtovit described the "basic division in 
West Slovak, Central Slovak and East Slovali' as "pre-historic inheritance." In 1999, Pavol Zigo 
FIounL I lsoglosr Lmes Suppoit~ng a Four-Fold Classtficat~on of Slovak Dialects 
"Miroslav StZpinek, ed., Maid icrkariove#nkd erscydopedie [Small Czechoslovak encyclopedia] (Prague, 19871,695; 
R. G. A, de Bray, Guide to tile West Sinvonic Lo,igrmger, 3rd ed. (Chelsea, 195th 146-48; David Shoit, "Slovak: in rile 
Sinvor~icLntigunger, ed. Bernard Comiie and Grevillc Corbett (London, 1993). 538-89; C. F. Vaegeiin and F M. Voege- 
iin, cioagicnaoe mid hzder oftile WorIdi Lnrigringer (New York, 1977), 311-14; V*ny, "NaieLi slovensk&:' 223. 
iaCubomir Ourovii, '"Slovak:. in nie Slmric Literary Lnrigl ,~g~:  Fon~zntion nrid Dewiopt?zent, ed. Alexander 
Schanker and Edivard Stankiewicz (New Haven, 1980), 211-28: MarkLaue~sdorf, 'The Qecitio~t of'Cuilz~m~Ln~igllnge' 
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FIGURE 6 Selected lsogloss Lines on the Czechoslovak Dialect Continuum 
Note: This map was created froin Jarornir Belit, Nditia Ecikd dinlektologie (Praye, 1972); Anton HbovStiak, *tIar 
s~ove~lskil'ojn~zkn (Bratislava. 1984): lozef Stoic, Aflnr rlovc~~ddl~o jnzykn (Bratislava, 1986); and K ~ , , ~ Z , , ~ ,  
"TabvunC moravskt krdceai, Li moiavski krhtkost?" in slavin: z ~ ~ p i ~ p r o  slo,m,,rko,rp~olagii 71, no. 3 (2002): 323. 
and Rudolf I<rajtovit classified texts from the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries into "Cultural 
East Slovak:' "Cultural Central Slovak:' and "Cultural West Slovak:' though they felt the need to 
subdivide the latter into northern and southern hzlvee '9 
~ ~ ~~~ -... 
Curiously, Slovalz dialectologists even reproduce the tripartite classification scheme when dis- 
cussing linguistic features that fail to conform to it. ~ozef Stoic's Atlm slovensk4ho jnzyka (Atlas of 
the Slovaklanguage) reproduced theEast-Ce~~tral-West divisions, but found the sub-subdivisions 
of ~lovak more useful analytic terms: at least, those are the divisions numbered and discussed 
in the text.2o Ivor Ripka's Slovnik slovenskpch nrireti (Dictionary of Slovak dialects) confusingly 
subdivides the West, Central, and Eastern ndretia (dialects) into eighteen, twenty-six, and fif- 
teen county-level ndretia, thus using the word ~dre t ia  for two distinct levels of its classification 
system. Ripka showed that the word grajciarka, "a long-necked bottle for s~irits:' crosses the 
. . ~~-~ 
nlrd ll~tediolecticnl Norwz in 16N1 Cerrfury Slovnkia: A Plto,ioIogicnl ~ ? t n i p i ~  OJ tile 16t1, ~ ~ , , t , , , ) .  slovnk ~ , , , , , i ~ i~*" .  
five-Legal Tars (Munich. 1996). 
"Rudolf KrajtoviE, Svededvo dejiri o iloventi~ie [Hirtoryb evidence about slovakl (Martin, 1997), 252: Rudolf 
Krqtovit and Pvvol Zigo, PriruEkn k dejindm rpiiovnej rlomiliry LHandbook for the history of iviitten Slovak] 
(Bratislava: 19991.93-iol 
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dialectical frontiers: the word is used in both the "West Slovak" counties of Trentin and Hloh- 
ovec, and the "Central Slovak" county of Nitra."' Since Ripka describes the extent of individual 
lexical items in terms of Slovak counties, his reproduction of the tripartite division is doubly 
puzzling: Why not stick with county-level ndre8a? ?he tripartite division served no apparent 
analytical purpose. 
Given that Slovak dialectologists understand the complexity of the Slovak linguistic reality, 
why are they so extraordinarily attached to the tripartite division! The answer to this question 
lies in the history of how the Slovak dialects have been classified. The lively nineteenth-century 
debate about whether Slovak was a "language" or a mere dialect of Czech-or of Slavic-pro- 
vides abundant sources that discuss and classify the "dialects" of Slovak. Historical re sear cl^ 
easily traces Slovak historical perceptual dialectology hack to the late eighteenth century. 
Several early classifications of the Slavic speech in northern Hungary, the territory which 
snhsequently became the Slovak Republic, were not tripartite, hut dual: the territory was 
divided into Czech and Polish spheres. For example, the seventeenth-century Neue und Kurze 
Beschreibung des Koenigreichs Ungarn described the Slavic language spoken in KoSice (in east- 
ern Slovakia) as "Polish:' but claimed that many inhabitants of the Hungarian lungdom could 
speak "the Bohemian language ... pretty fluently?22 11is implicitly divided Slavs in the north 
of Hungary into Bohemian speakers and Polish speakers. Strictly speaking, this classified "lan- 
guages:'not "dialects:' but the main point is that the territory of the future Slovalua was divided 
into two main linguistic regions, not three. 
Grellman's 1795 Statistische Aufllarur~g iiber Wiclltige Zzeile und Gegenstiinde der Cirter- 
reischischen Monarcl~ie listed Hungary's "Slavic" languages as "Bohemian, Moravian, Croatian, 
Serbian [Serbisch oder Raizisch], Wendic, Dalmatian, Russian, and quasi-half Po l i~h . "~~  TO 
interpret this list for the Slovak linguistic zone, we must first discount the non-Slovak ter- 
ritories: Grellman's Wendic, Croatian, and Serbian languages are South Slavic; Russian refers 
to the Ukrainians (Rusyns) of Transcarpathia; and "Moravian" probably refers to communities 
of Moravian Bretl~ren."~ This leaves the territory of modern Slovakia divided into Czech and 
"quasi-half Polish" linguistic zone, much as in the Neue und kwze Beschreibutlg. 
This Polish-Bohemian schema survived into the nineteenth century. Therese Pulszly, the Vien- 
nese-born wife of a Hungarian nobleman, divided the Sloval< zone into Czech and Polish halves 
in her Tagebuch einer ungarischen Dame: "[Tlhe Slavic population dominates; in the west, these 
belong to the Czech-Moravian race.... The Slavs in the districts of Zips, Siros, Abanj, Zemplin, 
and Torna are much more closely related to the Poles than the Moravians in language and cus- 
toms; they are more indolent and their scl~ools are worse equipped than those of their western 
brothers.. . . Just as in the northwest, individual Slavs, in their language and costoms, resemble the 
Bohemians, and in the north the Poles, so in the northeast all are of the Ruthenian race."25 
Pulszky divided northern Hungary's Slavs into Czechs, Poles, and Ruthenians. Assuming 
that Pulszky's Ruthenians are the Ukrainians (Rusyns) of Transcarpathia, it seems that she 
"Ivor Ripka, ed., Slovriik ilovelirkfii~ ,~dretl [Dictionary of Slovak dialects) (Bratisiava, 1994), 505. 
UAnonymous, Neue xrnd Kwze Berdrreiberisder Koetligreicl>s Utlgont (Nuremburg, 1664),21, 15. 
23Grellman, Sfntirtirche A ~ @ l " ~ ( i ~ e ~ i  liber Wi~hlife nreile rind Gegenrthnde der 6rterreicl?lrdzerz Monnrcliie (Gat- 
tinge", 1795), 1:380. 
liGrellman may very well have seen Czecli and Moraviau as separate languages, but it is difficult to see how Illis 
\vould affect the classification of Slavs living in Hungary. Alternatively, Grellmen might have seen Slovak us "Mora- 
vlans" and referred to a community of immigrants when speaking of "Czechs." Either way, this divides Slovaks into 
nvo categories. 
'iTherese Pulszhy Acts dem Tngebaclie ebler U~igorirdle~r Dnma, 2 vols. (Leipzig, 1850), 134-86,91. 
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divided the ancestors of today's Slovaks into Czechs and Poles, yielding two linguistic zones?6 
This classification differs from modern perceptions not just in the failure to divide Slovak into 
three dialects, hut in the failure to acknowledge a Slovak nation or, indeed, a Slovak "tribe" or 
any other Slovak ethnographic collective. The recurring perception that Eastern Slovaks were 
"Polish" is also striking, though modern scholarship has frequently discussed the nineteenth- 
century tendency to class* the Slovaks as a variety of Czech~.~ '  
The three sources cited ahove come from non-Slavs. Outsider perceptions are relevant, par- 
ticularly given the influence of German ideas on Slavic thought in Central Europe. However, 
the self-perceptions of Slovaks prove more important for the history of the tripartite division. 
Slovaks themselves, at least the educated Slovale who have left behind texts to analvze. tend not 
, . 
to  favor the dual classification schemes popular among non-Slavic outsiden. 
Slavs, holvever, show no awareness of the tripartite division of Slovak dialects until the 
middle of the nineteenth century. Indeed, most lack any conception of "the Slovak language:' 
preferring instead to see all Slavdoln as a single linguistic collective. Any subdivisions within 
Slovak under this interpretation would not he "dialectical" but "subdialectical." I have not found 
any Slovak authors who divided northern Hungary into Polish-speaking and Czech-speaking 
zones, as the German observers cited ahove did, hut several Slovak literati replicated the Polish 
and Czech subdivision in subdialectical terms. 
The most famous of these is JAn Kollar, the greatest of Slovakiis All-Slav2* poets. J in  I<ol- 
l i ~  in the edited volume Hlasowd o pot?ebd jednoty spisotvniho jazyka pro Cec11~ Moraunny n 
Slotvdky (Voices on the need for a unitary literary language for Czechs, Moravians, and Slovaks), 
divided the Slovak linguistic I-egion into seven zones. The original text rambles considerably; 
the follolving quotation gives only ICollAr's numbering system and geographic designations, all 
oirvhich refer to Hungarian counties: 
1) Slovacko-Czech, that is, literary lang~~age ... on the Moravian border in Skalice, Halit, as well as 
some villages in Maiohont and Gcrner counties. 
2) The Slavak dialect proper, ol: as foreigneis prefer, Slovack [Slowickk] ... Martin, Liptov, and parts 
of Orava, TrenBn, Nitra, and Zvolen counties. 
3) rile Polna-Slavak dialect, ... SPriS, SpiS, and Oravv counties. 
4) The Russian- or Ruthenian-Slovak dialect, ... Abaujvsr (including KoSice), Zemplin, and Beredrk 
counties. 
5) The Serbo-Slovak dialect of the border of Serbia, mainly in the Bitsld county and in many other 
Serbian-Slovak towns and villages, for era~iiple in Buda, in Szentendre, etc. 
'A few nineteenth-century Slovaks counted the Ruthenians of Trunocaipathia as Slovaks. Today the main dis- 
pute is whether the Rusyns in the Slavak Republic should be classified as Ukrainians or as an independent nation. 
See lohann ThomiSek (writing under the pen name Thornas Vil8gosviry). Der Spmrliknnipfi~i U,>gnrrz (Zagreb, 
1841). 32: 1611 Moravtik, Peitlmdinrkd Vede,,sorti [Budapest news] 1, no. 2 (20 March 1861). On modern Rusyn 
as a distinct language, see Paul Robert Magocsi, A New Slnvic Lnngicnge is Barn: 7l1e Rriiyrt Liiernry Lnrigunge gi 
Slovnkin (New York, 1996). 
"See especially Robert Pynsent, Qacclio,?s ofidentity: Creili orid Slovnk Idrnr afNntiorznlity arrd Per.sonnIity (Buda- 
pesl, 1994). 46; n~eodare Locher, Die NntloiolmleDiffelnczieru~~git~~d hcteggrieret~gdrrSlo~~nken iw?d Tsclierl~cri it? ibretn 
Gcc~~~icl~tIicl~e~~ Verlotfbir 1848 (Haailem, 1931). 
"Many readers may prefer the more familiar tern, Pn,i-Slnv to AII-Sln>t, but i believe tlist the former has come to 
imply Russian political doinination on the model of Hitlerlan Pan-Germanism. I suggest that 'kli-SlavirnT better 
captures the idea thut all Slavs belong to a single nationalily for contemporary readers. Kollii himself, however, felt 
peifectlycomfoituble with the term Pnrzilnv, aword he used in thesense intendedby 15" Herkel, the Protestant pastor 
who originally coined the ward. Heikel defined it as "the unity irr literntine among all Slavs." Emphasis in original. Jde 
Herkel (Joanne Heikel), Eleie,,re,~t~ U,,ivelmlis Litiqtme Slilvicne (Buda, 1826),4. 
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6) The German-Slovak dialect, mostly in mining toms and cities, in Sfivnica, in Kremenica, and 
other areas ... 
7) The Hungaro-Slovak dialect, mainly in lower Hungary . .. in Nouohrad, Pest, and BCkes." 
Note that this "Slovak" ethnolingttistic territory covers most of the Kingdom of Hungary, 
including Slovak colonies in the so-called dolnd zem, now part of Yugoslavia. One contempo- 
rary British scholar, David Short, mocked the "hybrid dialects" oithis "pseudo-classifi~ation."'~ 
Why Short feels so strongly about the subject is unclea~; but Kollir's division of the Slovak 
dialects certainly contradicts the modern tripartite consensus: ignoring regions outside the ter- 
ritory of modern Slovalua, KollAr posits five dialects. 
I<ollir's habit of creating dialect names by combining two ethnonyms was not an original 
contribution. Pavol Safirilis Pjs~zt: swetskd Lidu slawenslcdko u Uhrdch (Secular sons of the Slavic 
people in Hungary) contained no formal classification of Slovak dialects, hut it did include 
songs in the "Ger~nan-Slovak:' "Polish-Slovalc," and "Moravo-Slovak" dialects. One of the "Pol- 
ish-Slovak" songs is worth reproducing: 
Slowdci! Slolvdci! Slovaks! Slavala! [perhaps, "Slavs! Slavs?] 
Wsecci rtegcdnncj You are all identical 
nko by wds rnnla as if you all had 
Wssecii)ich gedlrn maci one and the samemother." 
n ~ e  All-Slavic sentiments in this song suggest that the frequently ascribed "Polish" character 
of what modern linguists would probably designate the "Eastern Slovak dialect" had no impact 
on the national affiliation of the people speaking it. Proponents of a "language" usually posit a 
nation hearing the same nanle, but this link does not hold for "dialects." 
In 1847, M. M. Hodia divided Slovak into four dual-ethnonymic dialects: Czechoslovak, 
spoken in Moravia, Brati~lava,~' Nitra, and TrenBn; Polnoslovak, in SpiS, SariS, and parts of 
Zemplin; Rusynodovak, in Gemer; and Slovak proper-also known as New Slovalc-in Martin, 
Liptov, Zvolen, and No~ohrad.~ '  Note that Hodi i s  geographical descriptions differed from 
KollAr's: Hodia assigned Nitra and Treni-in to "Czechoslovak," while Kollir considered them 
"Slovak proper." Note' also that Hodi is  implicit Slovak geography differed from I<ollAr2s: Hodia 
neglected Buda, Pest, and the dolrld zem. 
l9pa Kollir, Hinro,vd o potiebl jednoly ipiro~vri6lio jaiyko pm Ceclz~ hloluwnr~y n Slowiky [Voices about the need 
for u unified literary language for Czechs, Moravians and Slovaks] (Prague, 1844), 102-4. 
laDavid Short, "The Use and Abuse of the Language Argument in Mid-nineteenth Century 'Czechoslavakism: An 
Appraisal of a Propaganda Milestone:' in nie ~itelatrin oJ~oinlio,~nIirn,: Errnys on East Eilropenri Ide,ttity, ed. Robert 
Pynsent (London, 1996). 54. 
"Pawel Joref Safaiik (Pavel lozef Safdrik), Pjrnt' rivJtrk6 Lidlc rln~vearkdl~o a Ulirdclz [Secular songs of the Slavic 
people in Hungary] (Pest, 1827), 164. The word Slodk was used to meam both "SiovaV and "Slay in the e ~ i l y  nine- 
teenth century Ibid. 
"In the nineteenth century, this city had several names: Pouorry, Prccsberg, Pieipork, and Pre3palok. Some Anglo- 
phone historians piefei Preribtrrg when referring to the pre-Czechoslovak period. My use of the name Bintlrlnvn in 
this article is anachionistic: routine Slovvk usage of this name dates back only to 1919, though variants of the name 
Brniiilnv date back to Snfdrilis Slorn,~iC rtnroiitriarti. The various national claims to the city are, however, beyond the 
scope of this article, so I lime decided to use the name that reader. would be able to find in a current atlas. See Peter 
Bugge, "lhe Making of a Slovak City: The Czeclioslovak Reliaming of Presrbur#Pozsony/Pre5porok, 1918-1919: 
Airitrinn i-lirtovy Yeorlook 35 (2004): 205-27. 
""Nerv Sloval? was new because Eudovit $tin< had recently codified a literary ianguage based oil it. M. M. Hodia, 
Dobnio riavo Slotdkorrr [A good ?void with a Slovak] (Levota, 1847). 91. See also VCinit "Naieti slovenski:' 223. 
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Other Slovaks dispensed with dual-ethnonymic collectives and identified Slovak dialects by 
place names. Such a system, perhaps, comes closest to the linguistic reality: it grants unique 
linguistic properties to every point on the dialect continuum; the number of dialects increases 
with the number of places one is prepared to list. An open-ended list of this sort need not 
contradict the tripartite division: modern dialectologists Stolc and Ripka combined a county- 
level classification system with the tripartite division. However, place name classification, like 
lin~uisric r~dlity is co~i~pit t lbl~ st.irli inontripilrtit~. cI.i~sili:ation~, n i  Kullir and l lod? .~  slior\vd 
by c~nibininr their four- and five-fold division, \r.ttll iounti,-le\.el cl3sstficauon. 
v 
Ignic Bajza classified Slovak dialects by place names in his 1789 pamphlet, 'Xnti-Findlf 
which attacked the proposals of Juraj Findly and was published anonymously Bajza attacked 
Anton BernolilZs 1790 standardization on the grounds that no standard literary language could 
capture the diversity of Slovak coUoquia1 speech. Significantly, BajzaS argument applies not 
only to Bernolilis standardized language; but to any standardization of Slovak. In the following 
quotation, all the Slavic words can he translated as "speak": "You have another practical differ- 
Sari5 a n i i n  SpiS, and elsewhere they rosprdvaju differently And in Nahit, ... you never hovor- 
ite, never rikrite, nor mllivite, nor vravite, nor rozprdvdte.?"' Tnis open-ended list, naming the 
various dialects after Hungarian counties, does not result in a formal classification scheme, hut 
the implicit division of Slovak "dialects" is clearly not tripartite. 
A few decades later, similar argulnents appeared in opposition to Ludovit Strir's standardized 
grammar. JoniS Zihorslrj, in Kollir's HIasovv4, posited at least a four-fold classification: 'Wow, 
well, you want Slovaks to turn away fiom the Czech language and write in Slovak but which of 
the Slovalc dialects do you want to elevate to a written language? Perhaps Liptovish? Trentinish? 
SiriSish? Gemerish? Or God-knows-what-else-is11 [bdh 2nd jaka jejtZ-tina]?"'i In the same vol- 
ume, J. Pave1 TomiBelc listed six dialects, defined by county names: "Here one must consider that 
the Zvolen-Liptov dialect [the basis of StWs codification] is not general for Slovaks; certainly 
for Bralislavans, Nitrans, Gemerians, SpiSBks, and SiriSans, and their neighbors, it is less easy to 
understand than Czech."" TomiSek and Zihorslcj have similar lists: both posit Gemer, &S, and 
Liptov, for example. However, their lists are not compatible. TomiBek combined Liptov and Zvo- 
len into a sinsle collective: Ziborskb- treated Livtov as a free-standing unit. Nevertheless, neither 
" 
Ziborslcj., with four dialects, nor Tomibelz, with five, replicated the tripartite division. 
Bajza, TomiSelc, and Zihorskj. shared a similar political stance: all three wrote to oppose an 
attempt at codifying a standard written language for Slovaks. Fishman has pointed out that the 
argument "its internal diversity makes it inherently unstandardizable" is frequently used "against 
languages whose opponents would p~.efer to see them dead and unstandardized,"" but Fishman's 
observation must be qualified in this instance. Bajza, TomiSek, and Ziborslcj. saw Slovak as part 
of a larger linguistic collective extending to Moravia and Bohemia. They believed that Slovaks 
already had a standardized script: Biblittina (often confusingly described as Biblical Czech).38 
These Czechoslovak-minded Slovaks did not wish to see Slovak 'ilead" any more than Bavarians 
'(Quoted fiom lmricli Kowan, BerrioldkoviMpoie,aiky [Bernol&lfs polemics] (Bratislava, 1966), 33. 
"Koll&i, III01oiv6,89. 
"Ibid., 199. 
"Joshua Fishman, "Languages Late to Literacy: Finding a Place in the Sun on a Crowded Beach: in Wl~en Lnn- 
grioger Collide, ed, losepilet al., 101. 
'T believe that the terms Czech and BiOlicnl Czecii are inisleading and analytically harmful, since tl~ey imply that 
authors who wrote texts in this standard had some sort of Czech consciousness, whether national or linguistic, h e  
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who accept High German as a standard language nurture a death wish against Bavarian. Most 
Americans see themselves as speakers of "English," hut this does not make them any less loyal 
to their accents or spelling. Czechoslovak-minded Slovaks should be presumed equally loyal to 
their distinctive linguistic characteristics. Nevertheless, Fishman would be right to observe that 
Bajza, TomBSek, and Ziborskj had political-that is, extralinguistic-motives for emphasizing 
the internal diversity of the Slovakdialect continuum. Their diversity-emphasizing classifications 
of the Slovak linguistic zone clearly reflected a political stance. 
Nevertheless, in 1861, Daniel Lichard, who used and campaigned for a standardized Slovak 
literary language, gave an open-ended, county-based list of Slovak dialects: "This enormous 
[Slavic] nation is divided according to dialects Inore or less into tribes, or nations, such as 
the Russians, who are the biggest, and then the Poles, Czechs, Croats, Serbs, we Slovaks [my 
Slowici], etc.. . . However, with the passage of time,. . . their language changed, but they all speak 
one and the same language; there are only sundry variations just as exist among us Slovaks, 
insofar as in Trnava and Skalica they speak differently than in Liptov, and differently again in 
Sari5 and SpiS-hut everybody understands each other fine:'39 Lichard, like Kollir, posited a 
single Slavic language, thus implicitly downgrading standardized written Slovalc to a "dialecti- 
cal" status. Trnava, Skalica, Liptov, Sari$, and SpiS refer to subdialects of the Slovak "dialect," not 
the dialects of the Slovak "language." The important point, however, is that despite promoting 
a codified Slovalc literary language, Lichard gives an open-ended, county-based classification 
without showing any awareness of a tripartite division. 
These sources suggest that the overwhelming hegemony of the tripartite division in the 
twentieth century is a historical development. We can confidently answer the first of Fishman's 
questions in the negative: no, the tripartite division was not always so. In the early decades of 
the nineteenth century, some observers classified the Slovak zone as half Czech, half Polish. 
Others posited four- or five-fold classifications defined by dual-ethnonymic dialects ("Polno- 
Slovak:' "Rusyno-Slovak," "Czecho-Slovak," etc.), and still others used open-ended county- 
name systems (Liptov, Saris, Zvolen, etc.). Of these, only the open-ended scheme is still in use 
today, and that only as a system of subclassification within the tripartite system. The tripartite 
division did not acquire its hegemony until the twentieth century 
But what of Fishman's second question: why, when, and how did it become so? Why did 
Slovalzs begin to propagate the tripartite division? When did it become hegemonic? How did it 
supplant its rivals? Historical linguists can never tell us when the West, Central, and East Slovak 
dialects were differentiated, nor when the Gemer, Liptov, and Sari5 dialects disappeared: the 
various points on the Slovak dialect continuum have always retained their individual peculiari- 
ties. The sudden emergence of the tripartite classification does not reflect changes in Slovak 
. , 
speech patterns, hut rather a change in how those speech patterns were perceived. In short, this 
problem does not belong to historical dialectology, but to historicalperceptnal dialectology. The .' 
next section provides an explanation for the success of the tripartite division. 
many contributors to Hlnro,u6, the most influential Slovak defense of Biblittina, variously described the script us 
"the Biblical language:. "our beautiful pure Biblical Slovak:' "Czed~:' 'Slave-Bohemian? "the Czechoslovak dialect:' 
"the Biblical or Czecl~oslovak language: and "the Czechoslovak Biblical language ... the true language of our forefa- 
thers." h i s  diversih/ of terminology suggests that Slovakr of many national af2iations-Siov~k, Czed~aslovak, and 
Czech-used tlxia script. Bi6litt;nn makes a neutral analytical term. See I(oli&i, Hinioivb 184, L90,7,90,112,222,197; 
respectively, A. W $ember& 26 February 1846 letter to I:ollbr, Jun Stehlo, Matej Beh 1746 introduction to Doleial's 
grammar, Jon&S Zbborsy's IS45 letter to K. Fejerpatab, Koll8r's 0 teskorlo~venrl~6 jed,rofd i v  ieLi n $9 literntaie, Rii 
Sektib Mlchal Linder. 
"Daniel Licbard, Rozliatvor o Mernornndsni ridrodn rioiue?~~kdizo [Discussion of the Slouak Memorandum] (Bud*, 
1861). 20-21. 
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A Brief History of Slovak National Language Planning 
Modern Slovaks differ from their ancestors in the way they subdivide the Slovak speech collec- 
tive, but they also differed in their ideas about the relationship of Slovak to other linguistic collec- 
tives in the Slavic world. While modern Slovaks argue that Slovak is a "language:' distinct from 
other Slavic languages, Kollir, TomiSek, and Zihorsky' posited a special relationship between 
Czechs and Slovaks. I(ollir, Lichard, and M. M. Hodia, furthermore, believed in the existence of 
a "Slaviclanguage." This is not a coincidence: the acceptance of the tripartite division was part of 
the struggle to establish the Slovak "language" in the taxonomy of the Slavic languages. 
The tripartite division was devised for a specific historical situation, namely, Eudovit Stlir's 
attempt to introduce a panconfessional Slovak literary language. It gained acceptance as Slovaks 
adapted Stirss legacy to their political needs. Shir, a Lutheran, justified his script as the "Central 
Slovak dialect,'' dismissing the script of his Catholic rival Anton Bernolik as "Western Slovak" 
and the Calvinist "Hungaro-Slovak" or "Polno-Slavic" script as "Eastern Slovak." The tripartite 
division was a claim to geographic centrality that justified panconfessional orthographic unity 
without challenging confessional pride. The tripartite division is Shir's most enduring linguistic 
legacy. lhis account, it should he noted, fundamentally contradicts the traditional narrative of 
Slovak language planning. 
The traditional account of Slovak language planning has two heroes and one important 
footnote. The traditional narrative begins in 1787, when the seminary student Anton Bernolik 
wrote a grammar book based on "Western Slovak:' Dissertatio Philologico-Critica de Literis 
Slavorum, which was the basis of a 1790 textbook, Grammatica Slavica. Three generations of 
authors used Bernolik's script, the so-called Bernolikovdna, as their standard language, though 
Lutherans stuck with Biblittina, based on the Reformation-era Icralice Bible used in Lutheran 
church services. Increasing national tensions between Slovaks and Hungarians during the early 
nineteenth century evenhtally inspired Stir to codify the "Central Slovali' dialect in 1846. 
Stiiis standardization attracted panconfessional support, but encountered some resistance on 
technical gronnds, so it fell to Martin Hattala, with some assistance from the above-cited M. 
M. Hodia, to revise Stlir's work. Hattala's standard was also based on "Central Slovak" but took 
a more ety~nonological approach to spelling. Modern Slovalzs write in Hattalds standard, but they 
honor Shir as the founder of the national language. 
h the Slovak national linguistic faith, Bernolik plays John the Baptist to Stir the saviol; 
while Hattala plays, perhaps, the perpetually underappreciated role of Saint Peter. This dogma 
has long satisfied the faithful. This story, however, takes the objective existence of "Western" 
and "Central" Slovak dialects for granted. It further assumes that nineteenth-century Slovaks 
understood and used these concepts as analytical terms. This story requires substantial rework- 
ing if it is to be reconciled with the nontripartite perceptions of Slovak dialects that dominated 
the early nineteenth century. 
Let us begin with Bernolik. Today, the speech Bernolik codified is classified as "Western 
Slovak" and therefore as a variety of "Slovak"; several scholars treat Bernolik as "the first codi- 
fier of the Slovak lang~age."'~ Problematically assuming that Bernolik possessed a specifically 
Slovak linguistic consciousness, several scholars then conclude that 11e and his followers wrote 
from specifically Slovak nationalist motives. DuSan Kovit, for example, has written that "Slovak 
'OGilbert Oddo, Siovnkia (New York, 1960), 102-3: Michal Sebik, StrirErie dejirzy Siovdkov [A biief history of the 
Slovaks] ( P i t t ~ b u r ~ l ~ ,  1940), 61; Josef M. Kirschbuum, Aeto,~ Bernoidk: l l l e  Firit Cod$% of the Slovnk L R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
(1762-1812) (Cleveland, 1962). 
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Catholics, from the very beginning, had the concept of an independent Slovalc people." Peter 
Petro similarly wrote that Bernolik's followers "did not suffer from the 'Czech complexY4' 
transforming any resistance to Bernolikk standardization into pathological Czechophilia. 
Insofar as Bernolik's patriotic feelings come through in his Linguistic work, however, his loy- 
alty adhered to a multiethnic vision of Hungary. Historians call this the "Hungarus c~ncept:'~' 
Bernolik described the Dissertatio as a grammar not for the Slovaks, but for the "Slavs of Hun- 
gary [Hungaria Slavorum]:' alternatively the "Pannonian Slavs [pann~niiSlavi]."~~ He described 
the language he codified neither as "Western Slovak" nor as "Slovak:' but as "Pannonian Slavic 
[Pannonia Slavorum]:' "the Slavic language in Hungary [linguae slavonicae in Hungaria]:' or 
simply, "the Slavic language [slavicae lingnae, linguam slavonicam]." Bernolik lived in an age 
when the concepts "Slovak" and "Slavic" were essentially ~on f l a t ed ,~~  which means that he may 
well have understood his efforts at organizing a Slovak Learned Society, the Slovensky' utenC 
tovariSstvo, as an expression of Slavic feeling. Even his rejection of Czech-he left "fully to 
his own will he who wishes to write in the Czech fashi~n"~~-couId he read as a rejection of 
Lutheran Biblittina, not as anti-Czech feeling. His language planning stemmed from Enlighten- 
ment pedagogical motives, not Slovak nationalism. In short, Bernolik did not believehimself to 
have codified the "Western Slovak dialect:' nor indeed "Slovak:' but rather "Hungarian Slavic." 
Most Slovak scholars, both historians and linguists, argue that the choice of the Central Slo- 
vak dialect ex~lains the success of the Shir and Hattala codifications and the failure of Berno- ~~-~  ~ ~~~ 
lilts standardization. The geographic centrality of "the Central Slovak dialect" supposedly made 
*'Peter Petro, A History of Siovnk Literntrrre (Montreal, 1995), 67; Dulan Kovit, "Die Geschichte der Tschecho- 
slowakismus:' Etliaoi-Notiotl I, no. 1 (1993): 23-32. Available online at htip:ii>vuni-kocln.deIpI~il-f~Wso~s/ethno~i 
english.htm. 
"Note that the H t r > ~ ~ a n o  concept wasdass inclusive, while the nntio Htrrzgnrira was restricted toHungary's nobility 
On BernoliKs Hungarism, see DanielRapant,Mndar6r,nvo BenioMkovo IBernol$KsMagyaronisml (Bratislava, 1930), 
13: Ludwig Gogolak, Beitrage rtrr Geirltichte des ilo~vnkirclien Volker,val. 1, Die Nnliotrrwerdenz der Slownlien und die 
Atfiinge der ircliechario~vnkisciten F~nge (1526-1790) (Munich, 1963), 215. On the Hrlrignrus oncept  generally, see 
Moritz C s i b ,  '"Die Hungurus-Konzeption: eine 'realpolitische' Alternative zur magyarischen Nationaistaatsidee!"in 
Utlgarli and Osterreich rrntqr Mnrin 'illeresin trridIoreph 11, ed. Adam Wandruszka (Vienna, 1982). On Slovakversions 
of the Hitrignns concept, see Alexander Mawell, "Hungaro-Slavism: Territorial and National Identity in Nineteeilth- 
Century Slovakia:'Enst Cerztrnl Ei~ropetI'Europe du Centre-Ert 29, no. 1 (2002): 45-58. 
43A~tan Bernoiik, Diirertntio Pliilologico-Critica de Litiferis Slavorutrl, translated into Slavak by Juraj Pavelek 
(Bratislava, 1964 117871): 22. 
44Cubomir Burovlt dated the term Siovdk to 1485: Theodore Lodier suggerts it may have originally been a term of 
abuse. BernaIiPs 1825 dictionary gives theword Slosvdk nuo main meunings:"ein Slave, Slavack, tbth" and"e1n Sluvonicr 
(schlavonier), Tdth, Homth." In other words, Bernolik includes ethnonyms~ui~ose modern meanings include'SlovaLC : , 
"Slav," "Slavoniun:' and "Croat:' but no unambiguously "SlovaW' meaning. The terms Slovnk and Slnv, as well as Slovene, P 
and Slnvosioii, share the same root; their common origin is clear in the modern Slovak terms riovsrz@, rlovuriskj rlovin- 
skp, and rlavonrkj. The distinction behveen them remained ambiguoll-, until the 1840s. in 1845, far example, Michael 
Godra quoted a t a t  claiming that "Slnvjaiii or ~ 1 0 ~ ~ i i j ~  and slnvjeakioi SIovntlki [live] from ihe wide sea to Kamchatka, 
Slovo,rci and Sbvorzki in Slavonia, Sio~zanii andsiovenki in the area around Triglav [i.e., in Slovenial. SlodrimdSIovdtki 
from the Tatias to the Danube:' and then disagreed, prodaiming that "near Triglav live the sloverlci and rioveaki, but 
they normully call themselves riovitiri and ilovinki md in the Tatras ... live Slovki and dove,iki." lozdAmbru3, after 
discussing difficulties of this sort, correctly concluded titat scholars '"have not paid enougll attention to the coheient 
expression$ sMvrky, riavearkp, Siowrako, Slovet~tinn:' See BurovB, "Slovak: 211; Lacheg Nnlio,mb Difereszieneig 
wid I?ilegrieneig, 86; Anton Bernolik, Sloivdr Slownrrkd= Cesko= Lotimko= N&neclia= Ul~errki eu Lairon Slnvicrrrn 
[Slouak-Czech-Latin-GermunntIung~rim dictionary], vol. 4 (Buda, 1825), 3010; Michal Godra, *Vofiavje noidink? 
[Fragrant Georginal, Oral tntrn~iskp [Eagle of the Tatrasl 1, no. I2 (1845): 95; Jozef Ambrui, "Die Sla~nisdie ldee bei Jin 
Hol l r  in Lr~riovlt Strir s.d die Slowircl~e Wechielieitiskeit, ed. Cudovit Holotik(Bratlsiaua, 1969). 
iiBernoi61, Dirrertalio, 22-23. On the Slovak Learned Society, see Jozef Bumin, Slovenrkd adrodno-zjednocovncie 
l~ti?rtie (1780-1848) [n~e movement for Slavak national unity] (Bratislava, 1965). 
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StdrS standard more representative of average Slovak speech and thus attractive to the broadest 
spectrum of Slovalzs. Historian lames Felalc, for example, argued that "[tlwo obstacles, however, 
prevented BernoliKs Slovak from becoming the basis for the Slovak national movement. First, 
because it was based on Western Slovak dialects, it found little resonance in Central and Eastern 
Slovakia. Second, the Slovak Protestant clergy 'regarded it contemptuously as a peasant jargon 
unbecoming persons with any pretensions to ~efinement."'~~ Historian Joseph Mikus gave a simi- 
lar explanation: "While Bernolik had based the written language on the spoken idiom of Western 
Slovakia, Stlir corrected this by basing it on that of Central Slovakia. It is actually through Stllis 
work that Slovak adopted its definitive form in which it continues today."47 Linguist I<rajtovii- even 
indulged in grandiose language: "StdrS generation, unhumbled by pitfalls, did not hesitate: they 
beheld and obeyed the pulse ofhistory and decided to elevate Central Slovak in its cultural form 
to the level of a literary language .... Shiis generation remained unyielding in this struggle:'" All 
these scholars talze the factual existence ofthe tripartite division for granted. Milrus and IGajtovii-, 
furthermore, treat its three components as implicitly homogenous; only Felak aclcnowledges that 
"western dialects" are plural. Nevertheless, the fact that nineteenth-century Slovaks showed no 
awareness of the tripartite division throws doubt upon the causal relationship: "Selection of Cen- 
tral Dialect" + "Successful Codification of Slovak Literary Language:' By pointing to confessional 
tension, however, Felak points toward a more profitable line of analysis. 
13er11olil;. ~ c ~ a l l ,  w d r  :I C:~thul~c pliz,r, and su r v m  alrnust all thc ;nlthurr n,llo wrote .i~;ord- 
iiig La 11is ortl~ograph~c iunecntiun, Of the 105 authors wllu ore~l i~rnolLI<~ >crmt ?c lic~ed i n  
. . 
Imrich ~(otvan<exhaustive bibliography, a full 100 (95 percent) had religions training. Books 
published in Bernolikovtina were overwhelmingly del-ical: of 326 authored books, 257 (around 
75 percent) were clearly religious texts, such as sermons, catechisms, and  hymnal^.'^ The Catho- 
lic associations of this script alienated the influential Lutheran intelligentsia. 
S ~ I ;  unlike Bernolik, was a conscious patriot and was part of this Lutheran intelligentsia. He 
had been educated in Biblii-tina, written poetry in Bihlii-tina, and actively participated in Czecho- 
Slovak patriotic societies in his youth. In the 1840s, however, he reassessed his Czechoslovalzisn~ 
for two reasons. The first was that Czech language reformers showed so little interest in accepting 
Slovalzisms in their revised literary language. The second and decisive reason was the rrowinr 
~ - 
thrent ui.\lasy~rr/~llol~ I I I  Ilorl&lry In 1Y.13, llungarlan utlic~t~l, ~ n r c u ~ g , ~ t c ~ l  Stur un ,u,lxcton 
oflrea,un KO evidence was fn~~nrl il~:.i~nsI h ~ m ,  bul Slim n,a, lur;ucl inrm 111, r r . . ! ~ l l ~ n v  i,r,ct der~,jir. 
" r - - ~  ~ ~ ~ - r - ~ ~  
strong support from his students. The inability of Slovak Lutherans to resist Magyarizing H u n g a ~  
ians led to seek allies inside Hungary. He feared that orthographic di~sions would prevent 
Slovaks from resisting Magyarization, so Stur made Catholic-Lutheran rapprochement his top pri- 
ority This meant, in BrocKs words, that "the ancient and close connection between Slovalzs of the 
Protestant persuasion and the Czechs would have to be sacrificed. To sever this connection would 
certainly be painful. It was contemplated only because the alternative seemed worse: the ultimate 
dissolution of the Slav culture of north Hungary in the rising tide of Magya~dom."~~ Tneodore 
' lalncs hinlun I::l.,l: l i r  t1.s I'rlri. .I d2s 1tiyt.Dlir . 11.!,1!:.?~ S!ot.?, I ' , ~ j ~ l d  PO!!)! 1929-193: .l,~tt;l> #!;h, 159.1), 
S 1 1 1 ~  l.#,>21 q c o l ~ l . " ~ ~  8 ,  !!,#:l I ' X L ~  I*cL<L '114~ .<l08 " l :  K"830~,"1 .A .:.i.c,>,,,;. 4 3 .  I3io.: ,,l 81.2 i>,,<Il.Y, <."l 11~~,0 , ,  0[F"i, 
Ct',zc, t l E ! . l ~ ~ e  '~or.,ol., 1376). l 3  
*'Note that Mikus erased Hattaia from his narrative. Joaeph Mikus, Slovnkin and tile Slovolir (Washington, DC, 
19771.76. 
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Locher correctly concluded that StdrS plan for a single Slovalc orthography was '5 concession 
to the spirit of Magyarism:' and 'H means to un~fy and strengthen his people and to strike a 
weapon (accusations of disloyally) from the hands of its enemies." While Locher believed that 
"Sthr in everything only concerned himself with the well-being of the Slovalc people:' he also 
emphasized that Stllr and his collaborators attempted to win Magyar trust and friendship, since 
"denying this would mean to come into conflict with Stiw and Hurban themselve~?'~' 
How could the linguistic-confessional division between BernolBk C.atholics and Biblii-tina 
Protestants be overcome? Lutherans would not accept Bernolikovtina: it was too Catholic. But 
how could 9th; a Lutheran, reject Catholic script without arousing the very confessional divi- 
sions he sought to overcome? In 1846, after consulting widely with Catholic Slovaks-notably 
]in Hollf, a Bernolikovi-ina poet and Catholic priest-Stbr unveiled his new literary language 
and began publishing a newspaper in it. Whatever the objective merits of Stdr's standardized 
literary language-or of Hattalak revision thereof-over Biblii-tina or BernolBlcovi-ina, one can 
be certain that they were irrelevant to StdrS success; failed attempts at rationalized or improved 
orthography litter the history of dozens of languages. As Sinologist John DeFrancis so elo- 
quently put it, "the success of an orthographic scheme is a function less of its quality than of the 
extent to rvhich it is promoted."s2 How, then, did Stdr promote his script? 
Stir's essay "Nirei-ja slovenskuo aleho potreha pisaije v tomto niretje" (The Slovak dialect, 
or the necessity of writing in this dialect), like most polemics on script reform, praised the 
new system on as many grounds as possible. Stdr described it as the "purest3' dialect of Slovak, 
the speech of the primeval Slavic homeland, the Tatras, and so on?' Concerning the questions 
raised in this article, howevei; Stdh most important argument was that his script represented 
"the Central Slovak dialect," whereas BernolBl<s sscipt was "Western Slovak," and thus geo- 
graphically marginal. To the best of my knowledge, Stur was the first to classify Slovalc dialects 
along tripartite "West-Central-East" lines. 
l l ~ e  "centrality" of Stdr's "Central Slovalz dialect" was directed primarily against Berno- 
likovBna. The same line of reasoning, how eve^ could also be involzed against the Calvinist 
orthographic tradition, since the Calvinist script could be reclassified as "Eastern S10vak."~~ NO 
linguist ever wrote a granlmar for the Calvinist orthography; this nascent script tradition posed 
less of a threat to SthfS project than BernolAlz's codification. Nevertheless, Shirk plan to create 
a panconfessional orthography in non-Cyrillic northern Hungary-and only in non-Cyrillic 
northern Hungary-benefited From a pseudo-objective linguistic reason to supercede the Cal- 
vinist orthography, particularly a reason that bypassed confessional differences. 
Apart from the tripartite division, StdrS national arguments concerning "the necessity of 
writing in the Slovalc dialect" have not proved particularly attractive to subsequent generations. 
Despite popular perception to the contrary, StdrS national concept bears little resemblance to : . 
i 
IILod?er, Nalio,ioleD~~ere,zieeeii~g~~~~dh~teg~i~ir~~g, 163-64. 
iqohn DeFrancis, nzr Cl~i,terc Lntlgtmgee Fact and Far~tnry (Honolulu, 1984). 255. 
5'nlhe Tatras have become the main geographical syntbol of Slovaka. Ladlrlrr SziWay even speaks of Slovaks' "Tatro- 
logic and dates "the mystic cult of the Tatias" ut least back to Hollp. GogoMk, hoiveves claims that the Tatra myth 
originated with the Zips Germans and was only introduced to Slovak poetry through Palkovi?~ writings. Gogol& 
credits Stlir with"recoiniilg the Tatra idea to a concept of Siovnk independence opposed to both Magyais and Czechs:' 
See Ladishs SziMay, Hviezdoilnil (Budapest, 1941). 24; Gogolsk, Beitriige zlrr Gerc1,icIiie d s  Slolvokiidic,? Volka, 246. 
iiHodia reproduced an example of Calvinist "Hungaro-Polish-Slavic" in h i s  Epigen-rrrer Slove!,inrr Its onvenliono 
were used tnostlv in Calvinist liturcical works oiinted in Debrecen: its oithonrnphy shows a marked Hungarian 
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subsequent Slovak national ideas. Stdr divided his "national" loyalties into a Hungarian legal- 
political half and a Slavic cultural-linguistic half, seeking to win Slovak cultural rights within the 
Hungarian legal context. Where modern Slovaks reject the Hungarian legacy as a thousand-year 
nightmare in which Slovaks were a "nationally and socially oppressed ethnic community, subject 
to systematic and forceful as~imilation"~~ and repression, Stitr sought equal citizenship inside 
Hungary: "We Slavs form a special nationality [Volkerschaft] in Hungary, we are devoted to our 
country, and have rendered service to our fatherland from the earliest times up until today.. . . We 
always fulfilled our obligations to the fatherland as Slavs, even because of this, we must possess 
full and equal rights with others, for obligations without rights is bondage:'56 Even more surpris- 
ingly, Sthr did not even claim Slovalz "nationhood" within a limited cultural-linguistic sphere. 
$this thoughts about Slovakia's place within the Slavic world varied with time?' but "NQretja 
slovenskuo" claimed only a "tribal" and "dialectical" distinctiveness: "We Slovaks are a tribe and 
as a tribe, rve have our own dialect, rvhich is different and distinct from C z e ~ h , " ~ ~  
This quotation deserves special attention. Stitr's essay is frequently described, in Emil 
HoriKs words, as having "scientifically proven the independence of Slovak and justified the 
need to codify a Slovak literary language as an integral attribute of the Slovak nation."5g Samuel 
Cambek Dejiny Slovenska (History of Slovakia) even dared to quofe Sthr as having claimed 
"that Slovaks are an independent nation and as a nation have their own language," adding only 
parenthetically that Sti-r in fact bad used the terms "tribe" and 'Uialect" since that was "the 
terminology of the day."6o Historian Peter Brock translated Stitr's passage as "we Slovaks are a 
tribe and as a tribe we have our own language:' a curious oversight, given that Brock hitnself 
notes that the word dialect is a "more exact" translation of Stir's original ndreZja.6' I suggest 
Stlir meant what he said: he did not believe in a Slovak "language:' but rather a "Slovak dialect" 
of the Slnvic language. 
This unusual concept has its roots in Tin Kollir's theory of Slavic Reciprocity: Stitr and 
Kollir, despite their bitter polemic over the status of Slovak, bad more in common than is 
popularly believed. I<ollir saw the Slavs as one single nation speakng a single language, in 
which Russians, Poles, etc. formed distinct 4ribes" spealeng distinct ''dialects?? KollQr classi- 
fied Slovaks as part of the Czech "tribe." Sti-r broke with ICollir only in assigning the Slovaks 
s5Vladimir Matula, '"The Conception and the Development of Slovak National Cuiture in the Period of National 
Revival:' Sfudin hirtoricn rlavnrn [Studies in Siovak history] 17 (1990): 153. 
s6Eudovit Stbi, Besrltwardett curid Klagen der Slnvrn in U>~gnrn iiber die gcsetetuidrige,~ Uebergr8e dei Mngynreli 
(Leipziz, 18431, 35. 
- - 
5'St6r's Slauic and Slovak loyalties are difficult to distinguish. Sometimes, St6r.s Siovak feeling predominates: "We 
are Sioval<s andas Slovaks me stand before ti~e~vorld and before Siuvdom? Elsewhere, Stlir suggested that Slovak feel- 
ing merely serves Slavdom: "If the Slovaklanguage did not exist, then my capaciiy for Slavdom would also not stand, 
and that would be to despair One supports the othei' Ludouit Shir, Ndretjn slove,~rkao nlebo patrebnpirntija v tonlto 
,nde2je ['The Slovak dialect, or the aecessiiyafwriling in this dialect] (Bratislava, 1846) 13, 79; Samuel Crmbel, ed. 
Dejiny Sloverirkn IHistory ofSlovakia1, vol. 2 (Bratislava, 19871,719. 
WSt6b Ndretjn slovearkaa, 51. 
"Emil Horbk, '"Shlrov Spis NdreY~ rlovenriitro nlebo polrebn piinrijn v totrito rldldi v aktuflnom slovanskom kon- 
tente" [<this essay NdreGn rlovenrkrro nlebopolrebnpirn,ijn v totrzto lidreLi in the Slovvh context of its day], Slnvica 
Slovnrn [Siwic Slov8k) 38, no. 2 (2003): 97. 
"Stbis original text reads, "Mi slovbci sme h e n  a jako h e n  mime vlsstnuo nireija, ktoruo je od tes!geha odchod- 
nuo a rozdjelno:' Cmbei gave titis as "Siovdci sd osobitnji nirod a ako njrod majb svoj vlaatn? jazyk (v dobovej termi- 
noldgii ,,Kmed' a ,,njreiie"l:' Compare Stbr, 'NPreLja slovenskua:'51: md Cmbel,  ed., DejirisSiovesrirn, 721. 
6'Empbasis added. Brock, nnie Slovak Notio,inlAwnktzirig, 48.80. 
"Jin Kollir (Johann KoiPr), Ueber die 1Vedsrireitigkrit rlvirclieri den verrcliiederzen Sr"ntmerz ulrd fi11uidoitert der 
rlniviiclie,r Nntiorr (Leipzig, 1844 [1837]). 
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~ l e  Slavic a unique triballdialectical status. But Stitr continued to accept KollQr's belief in a sin, 
nation and language with component tribes and dialects: as Stitr put it, "the nation is one, but 
one with va~ieties."~~ 
In short, Stitr saw Slovaks as Hungarian citizens who spoke the Slovak dialect of the Slavic 
language. In an ill-tempered polemic against KollQr's Hlnsow6, Stitr's collaborator Jozef Miro- 
slav Hurban expressed a similar dualism: "1Ne are a tribe in Slavdom, but we are also a tribe of 
the Hungarian state.?" By etnphasizing Slovak autochthony in the kingdom, Stur and Hurban 
hoped to convince Hungarian patriots of Slovak loyalty, thus making the policy of Magyariza- 
tion unnecessary. 
Such ideas have no following whatsoever among contemporary Slovaks, not least because 
they proved so ineffective. Even when Slovaks had switched to Hattala's literary language, the 
Hungarian government continued its attempts to assimilate the Slovaks linguistically, along 
with all the other nationalities of H ~ n g a r y . ~ ~  Modern Slovak nationalism justifies an indepen- 
dent Slovak state and proclaims the existence of a distinct Slovak language. 
Indeed, several Slovaks became disillusioned with Stitr's anti-Czech Hungaro-Slavism in the 
nineteenth century. When Slovaks realized that Hungarians would never accept a Slavic culture 
in Hungary, many returned to Czechoslovak linguistic practices. In 1876177, just after K i h Q n  
Tisza came to power as pritne minister, Hurban publicly returned to an openly Czechoslovak 
linguistic conception: "The nation is one from the Tatras to the Elbe. The philological quarrels 
are melting away? Stitr had died twenty years previously, and one can only speculate about his 
reaction to the Tisza government, but it is notable that Stitr himself published a hook in Czech 
only six years after proclaiming "the necessity" of writing in S l ~ v a k . ~ ~  Slovalz Czechoslovalzism 
found organizational structure in the so-called Hlasist movement at the turn of the century. 
Many Hlasists played important roles in the first Czechoslovak though they used 
Hattala's script. 
Shir did not enjoy much more success as a language codifier than he had as a Hungaro-Slavic 
nationalist. His script used a highly phonetic spelling and several new diphthongs; most Slovak 
literati preferred Ben~oYk's more etymological ~pelling.6~ In 1851, recognizing that his script 
63Stbr, Ndrdjo rlovenskr~o, 13. 
"lozef Mirosiav Hurban, CaJ$e hhriproti SlovenLide [Czech voices against Slovakl (Skalice, 18461.26. 
Peter F Suear " n ~ e  More It Chances, tile More Hungarian Nationalism Remains the Same: Amlrintl Hirfoly ......... ~ - ~ o, ~ 
Yearbook 31 (2000): 127-56. 
66Quoted from Praiik, "Slovenski otizkav dobe 1. M. Hurbanb. [The Slavak Question in the age of 1. M. Huibanl. 
5301202. Hurban's motives are the subject of debate among Slovak historians. Praidk interpreted it as Czechoslova- , 
kirm, Francisci as a demonstration against I<ilmin Tisza, Skulteiy as the result of"anger," and Zechentei as a gambit ' ' 
for Czech support in the struggle against Magyarization. Most of these erplanations are compatible with each other i 
On Siovak attitudes toward Hurbads transformation, see Samuel O~udsk9, Piloio$n Stirrovov ['The philosophy of the 
Sturites], vol. 2, Hr~t.bnrzovn Filosojn (HurbanSs phiiosophyl (Myjava, 1928), 320. 
*'Shir rvas unable to find a Slovak publisher and felt his ivork would reach a wider audience in a more established 
~cript.Note that even \"hen Stbr discussed Siovakfoiksongr, he did not usc liisversion of Siovak speiiing; his quota- 
tions foiloived Hattala'h While Hattala based his work on Stlir's codification, it wouid be a mistake 
to eqoate ~~ttalds Siovak with Stliri Slouah. Zlatko Klatih, Sttirovri n Jtr1toi i0~0,~i~ (The Stbriter and South Slavial 
(Bratislava, 19651, 34: c~devit  Stlifi O sdrodnicil piilliclt n pov&tecli plerjieri rlo~rn~irk~cl~ [On the national songs and 
legends of the Slavic tribes] (Prague, 1852), 24. 
6% English, see Paul Vyb?, N~co.~lnvirnx orid tlie Czcrl>~ 1895-1914 (Cambridge, 1977): Suzannn Mikula, "Milan 
Hodt~ and the slovvk ~ationai Movement, 1898-1918" (PIID disr., Syracuse Univerrity, 19741. 
6 T h e  biggesr problem was ShiiP use of ()) for diphti~ongr. Bibliitina, BernoltikovZina, modern Czech, and madein 
Slavvk ail have a rule allorving the palatalized consonants {d) (6) (f)  to be written as unpalatalized {dl [ill (11 when 
foiioived by theletter {i]; (i) self-evidently palataiize~ the precedingconsonant. Stbi's preference for ij) thus led to great 
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conventions only enjoyed limited support, Sthr organized a meeting in the hope of achieving 
orthographic consensus. Several Slovak literati attended, iilduding Radlinsw, a Biblittina 
convert from Bernolikovtina; Jin Palirik, a Catholic priest and proponent of Bernolikovtina; 
and the Lutheran patriots who had organized the Slovakvolunteers: Hurban and Hodia, both 
advocates of Shirovtina. Hattala dominated the discussion. Hattala accepted SthrS "Central 
Slova!? grammar and pronunciation, but suggested an entomological orthography resembling 
Bernolikovtina. When St(lr accepted this compromise, the Catholic clergy agreed to abandon 
Bernoliko~tina.7~ HattalaS 1851 Krdtka Mluvnica slovenskd ( A  short Slovak grammar) marks 
the end of both Bernolilcovtina and Sturovtina as distinct literary traditions, though Hattala's 
Slovak successf~rlly claimed the inheritance of both. 
This leaves the tripartite division as the most enduring legacy of SttirS linguistic thought, 
though several modern Slovak intellectuals, as discussed above, praise Stiu$ groundbreaking 
innovation of linguistic beliefs that Sttir never actually espoused. The primacy of the Central 
Slovak dialect justified what Ammon calls "authorities ofpro~cription:'~' an essential element in 
the creation of a literary standard. Slovak literati acquired the ability to stigmatize other literati 
for nonstandard writing without arousing confessional divisions. For example, in 1887, Samo 
Czambel could attack Viliam Pauliny-Tbtlis prose as "Tri~avian" and "Western diale~t.'"~ n ~ e  
creation of a Slovak script, in turn, eventually brought about a sense of Slovak "language-hood:' 
with all the political consequences implied by the establishment of a national language. Belief in 
a Slovak language became both a cause of and justification for Slovak nationalism. 
llle tripartite division, in short, took on a life of its own. It outlived the Hungaro-Slavic 
context for which StGr devised it, legitimizing the aims of the Slovak national movement in 
unforeseen political contexts. It helped establish loyalties to a Slovalc literary language and thus 
made an important contribution to the Slovak national movement. Its association with S t t i ~  
whose extralingoistic political activity during the Revolution of 1848 cemented his reputation 
as a Slovak national hero, only enhances its legitimacy. The tripartite classification scheme, 
therefore, is a central feature of modern Slovalc national mythology. 
P e  true importance of b l r k  language 1-eforn~, then, lies in the arguments used to justify 
it. Sttir was the first Slovak grammarian to subdivide the Slovak section of the Slavic dialect 
continuum into western, central, and eastern collectives. Stur devised the tripartite division to 
justify a script imagined as a "witten dialect" of the Slavic language, to he nsed by the Slavs 
of Hungary. The subsequent success of this script as the Slovak "national language," nsed by 
members of the "Slovak nation:' then retroactively legitimized the tripartite division. rile 
items in SturS classification scheme have changed their status: once subdialects of the Slovak 
dialect of the Slavic language, they are now dialects of the Slovak language in the Slavic family 
of languages. Nevertheless, this classification system is supported by such a powerftd political 
consensus that Slovak linguists have come to treat it as an objective "fact:' 
confusion over the palatalization of conronants. Stlir himself spelled tlie modern Slovak >lie (110, not) as both ye and 
Gje, though $16, wasconsistent about the id1 in djein. 
"No original titles appeared in BernolAkovtina after 1851, but Beinoldkovtina catechisins were reprinted as late as 
1867. Parishioner demand, apparently, did not alxvays follow the guidance of Catholic ieadeis. See I<otvan, Bibliogrn/in 
Bewoldliovcov. 
"Ammo~z pvrrntlteticallydefines such authorities as "teachers, administrvtivesupeiiors!'Hosvevei, the term applies 
just as rvell to journalists, literati, and similar cuimial figures. Ammon, "Language-Varie~yiStvrdard Variety-Dia- 
iect:' 328-29. 
"Samo Czambei, Prlspevky k dejircdm jnzyka rlove,rrkdl~o IConldbotions to the history of the Slovak language] 
(Budapest, 1887), 69. 
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Conclusion: Politics and Dialect Classification 
Many scholars have noticed that nationalism and linguistic questions have an unusually dose 
relationship in Slovak history, hut they tend to ascribe a unidirectional causality. Tibor Pichler, 
for example, has written that Slovalc nationalism "was determined through language and culture." 
Indeed, Pichler has claimed an extraordinarily categorical Slovak exceptionalism: '&U nationalisms 
in the Habsbnrg Empire had avery strong linguistic ingredient, but Slov~cnationalism was entirely 
1anguage-hased."73 Hug11 Seton-Watson similarly wrote that "the creation of a Slodc nation in the 
nineteenth century is essentially the emergence of a language group into national consciousness.'' 
He described Slovakia as a sort of ideal type: "[TJhere is no more striking example than the Slovak 
case of the role of language in nation-f~rming.'"~ Bnt while historians argue that the Slovak lan- 
guage created the Slovaknation, linguists have reversed the causality. BBelit derived "the contempo- 
rary linguistic border" from "the decisive age when modern nations crystallized:' In his essay on the 
Slovalc language, Durovit was even more categorical: "[Tjhe formation of a htemry language was 
the most evident syn~ptom of the formation of their nation as a separate Slavic national entity."75 
The disciplinary division between linguistics and history explains these diametrically opposed 
conclusions. Historians, such as Pichler and Seton-Watson, understand that the developnlent of 
a national movement depends on the actions and decisions of individual nationalists, but they 
take on faith the linguistic "fact" of a Slovak language with its three dialects. Sociolinguists, on 
the other hand, understand that the standardization of a national language depends on the idio- 
syncrasies of individual grammarians and that subdivisions of a dialect contint~um are arbitrary 
conventions, hut take on faith the historical "fact" of a Slovak national movement. In reality, 
language planning and nationalism affect each other, and causality flows in both directions. 
Furthennore, linguistic and political concepts interact in several ways, not just through the fie- 
qnentiy asserted and oft-studied link between "language' and "nation:' Linguists and historians 
must read each other's work and consider each other's evidence if either are to understand the 
colnplex causal relationships between nationalist language planning and national politics. 
The unanimity with which modern Slovaks-both linguists and nonlinguists-proclaim the 
tripartite division derives from its importance to Slovak national mythology. The legitimacy 
of Sttir's codification, and thus of Hattalals codification, and therefore of Slovakia's "national 
language:' rests on the tripartite division. The universal acceptance it enjoys among the Slovak 
public reflects its political utility, not its scholarly merit. 
Most linguists would accept that social and historical factors affect perceptions of language, 
particularly regarding the "language-dialect" dichotomy. In practice, however, they show little 
interest in investigating nonlinguistic data. Understanding the classification of dialects, at the 
very least, calls for a more robust analysis of extralinguistic causes than a black boxlabeled "social . , 
and historical factors." This approach offers significant potential gains. Does the importance of 
the "Southern" dialect in American perceptual dialectology, for example, derive from memories 
of the Confederate States of America? Does "Western Ukrainian" derive from Habshnrg Galicia? 
Historical perceptual dialectology might provide evidence one way or another, enabling scholars 
to date a dialect's emergence as an intellectual artifact. Similar questions may prove inlportant in 
Yugoslavia, Turkic Central Asia, and other cases unfamiliar to this author. 
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ALEXANDER MAXWELL 
The tripartite division first appeared in Slovak thought not in an impartial or 'Scientific" 
study of dialectological diversity, but as part of a polemic about script reform. This fact has con- 
sequences for the study of Slovak dialects, since preconceived ideas about a dialect continuum 
pose the danger of self-fulfilling research. Slovak linguists seem alarmingly uninterested in the 
danger that conventional wisdom may structure the interpretation of linguistic data. Anton 
HabovStiak, for example, presented his Slovak isogloss lines on a series of maps bearing the 
names of the tripartite division." Having been born and educated in twentieth-century Slo- 
valua, Habovitiak had been taught the tripartite division from his early youth. If he had been 
taught some other classification, might he have structured his maps differently? What would 
his data suggest ifpresented in a nontripartite fashion? I cannot help but think that the unques- 
tioning acceptance of the tripartite model should be re-examined, even if, in the end, Slovak 
dialectologists conclude that the tripartite division remains a useful shorthand. 
The essential step in understanding the history of linguistic classification, whether of "lan- 
guages," "dialects:' or other levels of classification, is the recognition that linguistic classifica- 
tion is part of intellectual history. The narrative proposed in this article has little to do with the 
reality of spoken language, which linguists, even sociolinguists, usually define as their primary 
object of study. Historical perceptual dialectology is not a branch of linguistics but a subfield of 
the history of science: it constitutes the history of linguistic thought. The history of science has 
demonstrated that the analytical concepts used in physics, biology, and chemistry have social 
and political histories, and this insight also applies to linguistics. 
Historians, unfortunately, appear to have been intimidated by the technical jargon of li~lguistics, 
leaving the study of linguistic classification to linguists. Linguists tend to evaluate linguistic dassifi- 
cation schemes either as useful or not useful, as correct or incorrect. I cannot contain my skepticism 
. - 
about the analytic value of dialect classification, but I must also adnut my ignorance of dialectology 
as a discioline: as a historianl. not a lineuist. I have little to contribute to the studv oflinrmistic diver- 
" 
sity. The history of Slovak dialectology, howevel; is more than the relentless uncovering of objective 
linguistic truth. Dialectology, like physics, chemistry, or biology, has a social and political history, not 
least because different conceptual frameworks legitimate different social and political claims. n ~ e  
shtdy of linguistic concepts in their political and social contexts has much to offer. 
Specifically, my research explains the codification of the Slovak literary language in a way 
that explains several otherwise curious statements in the documentary record. It is consistent 
with Stfir's Hungaro-Slavism and explains nineteenth-century observers' ignorance of the tri- 
partite division. It also provides an alternative to the increasingly unsatisfying "national awak- 
ening" metaphor of Slovak history, rvliich has too frequently derived Slovalz natio~~alism from 
the "fact" of a Slovak language. Slovak historian Joseph Kirschhaum once wrote that "the claim 
that the Slovak language was never a part of the Czech or the so-called 'Czechoslovak' language 
was proven correct by scholarly research beyond any doubt."77 Linguistic status, however, is by 
its very nature a convention that scholarly research does not prove but manufactures. Scholars 
of linguistic nationalism would do better to define their object of study as how, when, and why 
such a consensus comes to be manufactured. 
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